Fundamentals of Heat and Mass Transfer

Free and Forced Convection
Instabilities occur in free convection flow with unstable thermal straification. In Rayleigh-Bénard convection, the ground state is given as heat conduction. It is replaced by thermal cellular convection at the critical Rayleigh number. The convection flow causes the heat flow in a horizontal liquid layer to increase.
A Rayleigh-Bénard instability is also observed in the cooling process of molten magma. The surface cools, and an unstable thermal boundary layer forms in the magma. In the region of the unstable thermal boundary layer, gravity causes a convection flow structured in hexagonal cells to occur. After solidification, these leave typical basalt columns (Figure 7 .1).
In diffusion convection the ground state is a concentration profile that is caused by diffusion and heat conduction in a horizontal fluid layer with several components. At the critical diffusion Rayleigh number, the mass and heat flux increase because of the free convection flow.
The density differences causing the convection flow can also be due to concentration gradients in the fluid. Just as with the Bénard convection, hexagonal flow cells also form on free surfaces. An example of such a situation is the drying up of a salt lake. The water evaporating from the surface leaves high salt concentrations with corresponding density increases. Heavy unstable fluid is therefore layered over lighter fluid. When a critical concentration difference is exceeded, convection flow forms and lifts up sand and dust particles from the ground, where the flow is in the direction of the cell centers. These particles are then carried through the lift zone in the center of the cell and are distributed at the edges of the cell, according to the flow sketched in Figure 1 .5. Here the convection motion causes the particles eventually to sink to the ground, where they are finally deposited. In this manner
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